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2nd Grade Science
Lesson: April 10th

Learning Target:  
Students will be able to analyze data about force and 

motion.



Background: This is a review lesson from 2nd Grade 

● Review lessons 1-4 in detail
● Students will use the knowledge gained through lessons 

1-4 to analyze data about motion.

Let’s Get Started:
Review Videos: 
1. Study Jam: Force and Motion
2. Move It! Read Aloud
3. Newton And Me Read Aloud
4. Why Roller Coasters are Awesome

http://studyjams.scholastic.com/studyjams/jams/science/forces-and-motion/force-and-motion.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l1cKYR-T1v8&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DeAXdsVtIug&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VcRFh-dCxWE&feature=youtu.be


Practice #1:
How does mass affect the distance it will travel?

Think back to the book. 
● The mass of an object 

also affects the 
distance it will travel.

● The more the mass 
the shorter it would 
travel

Type of ball Trial 1 Distance Trial 2
Distance

Trial 3 
Distance

Basketball 24 inches 36 inches 30 inches

Baseball 10 inches 8 inches 12 inches

Tennis Ball 13 inches 17 inches 20 inches

Which type ball rolled the furthest? 

Which ball rolled the least?



Practice #1:
How does mass affect the distance it will travel?

Type of ball Trial 1 Distance Trial 2
Distance

Trial 3 
Distance

Basketball 24 inches 36 inches 30 inches

Baseball 10 inches 8 inches 12 inches

Tennis Ball 13 inches 17 inches 20 inches

Which type ball rolled the furthest? The basketball rolled furthest 
because it has the least mass. 

Which ball rolled the least? The baseball rolled the least distance 
because it has the most mass.



Practice #2:
How does friction 

affect motion?

Think back to the book. 
● Surfaces with bumps have 

more friction.
● Smooth surfaces have less 

friction.

On which surface does the car travel the furthest? _____________________

_________________________________________________________________

On which surfaces does the car travel the shortest distance?_____________

_________________________________________________________________



Practice #2:
How does friction 

affect motion?

On which surface does the car travel the furthest? The car traveled the 
furthest on the smooth metal surface.

On which surfaces does the car travel the shortest distance? The car 
traveled the shortest distance on the rough sandpaper.



Practice #3:
How does the height of a 

ramp affect motion?

Think back...
● Ramps help 

people use less 
force.

Ramp Height Trial 1 
Distance

Trial 2
Distance

Trial 3 
Distance

5 inches tall

8 inches 9 inches 7 inches

10 inches tall

20 inches 18 inches 19 inches

On which ramp does the car travel the furthest? 
On which ramp does the car travel the shortest distance?



Practice #3:
How does the height of a 

ramp affect motion?

Ramp Height Trial 1 
Distance

Trial 2
Distance

Trial 3 
Distance

5 inches tall

8 inches 9 inches 7 inches

10 inches tall

20 inches 18 inches 19 inches

On which ramp does the car travel the furthest? Ramp 2
On which ramp does the car travel the shortest distance? Ramp 1



MORE Practice on your own:
Go to this website:Kahoot!

1. Enter the game code: 094710 
2. Press Enter
3. Answer the questions
4. How many did you get correct?

https://kahoot.it/challenge/094710?challenge-id=35228423-e5a1-4d39-ae8e-79d52075aac7_1585672609764
https://kahoot.it/challenge/094710?challenge-id=35228423-e5a1-4d39-ae8e-79d52075aac7_1585672609764


Practice:
Complete this page in your packet.  

Click here to open 
worksheet.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fbr_40tBcMHkjNC2jpw9oOzOub4RhUyN/view?usp=sharing


Self Check: 
Go tell someone in your home your answers.

1. Was this lesson?
❏ easy, 
❏ just right
❏ hard 

2. Create your own trials!  Record your data in 
a chart like the ones we have used in this 
lesson.


